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Chief's Message 

I am very excited to share that after two years of 
working in excellent partnership with our 
Superintendent, Dr. Reyes, and her team, the schools 
have agreed to allow us to share the CRASE (Civilian 
Response to Active shooter Events) course with their 
safety teams, administration, and deans! A THANK 
YOU in advance to Det. Paula Kieland, MPO and Acting 
Sergeant Robert Knight, and Det. Coulson Young for 
helping me with scheduling these courses. This is an 
excellent step in the right direction of partnership 
between us and our public schools. 

June 15th with mark the second annual Pride 
celebration in Shoreline at our Farmer’s Market. I am in 

initial prep and safety talks with the city and will be seeking volunteers as June 
approaches for various roles of support for those willing. 

Det. Paula Kieland and I presented to second graders at Evergreen School today 
(Thursday) on safety and calling 911. We had a fun time and so much engagement 
that we were not even able to answer all of their wonderful questions before 
handing our time off to the next city presenter. 

This week has marked some exceptional work from everyone followed by multiple 
thanks from units we assisted and commendations from the people in both 
Kenmore and Shoreline. Thank you for giving this honorable profession everything 
you have got every single shift every single day! 

- Chief Kelly Park
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Incredible Work by CIU + SET 

I want to echo Chief Park’s words and highlight only a 
sliver of the recent work performed by our 
investigations. 

Detective Monserud's efforts in a March fraud case 
recovered a significant, six-figure sum for a vulnerable 
community member. Next, he took lead on an unrelated 

ERPO that drew praise from downtown prosecutors. His colleagues have been 
equally effective in solving property crimes (anyone know who owns this gargoyle?), 
filing recent felony assault case and so many others. SET's Wednesday night 
warrant only affirms this trend. 

It is too easy to lose sight once a case is sent to our prosecutors. We want to 
recognize and thank each and every one of our detectives for their incredible skill 
and service to Shoreline.  

- Captain Tim Meyer
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'Choose Your Ride' 

Under the creative eye of CSO Corona, I believe Shoreline's social media is among 
the most creative, contemporary and professional of any agency in our region. For 
those not on Facebook or Twitter, I want to share today's impaired driving post with 
thanks to Adam and Deputy Hunt for their participation. This, like so much of 
Dahlia's work, is connecting with our community and trending very well. 

-Captain Tim Meyer 
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